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From the Chairman
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Emerging From The Pandemic: Tuesday Meeting Options
Background

Negative Impacts

The
constraints
imposed by living
with the pandemic
have
meant
that
Tuesday meetings at
Bishop Allenby Hall had to be
stopped early in 2020 and all
meetings
since have been
conducted exclusively on Zoom.

�� No, or very limited, socialising
possible. As we know (!) only one
person at a time can speak on
Zoom, and any sort of private
conversation is out of the
question other than via the text
medium of “Chat”.
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�� No print-based events are Congratulations!
possible.
That
includes Photography Books
Looking back and considering competitions, displays and talks.
Other News
how this sudden change has
affected the Club it is possible to
Commercial
make a number of observations �� No practical evenings possible
Portrait
shots,
macro
about running a “virtual” Club, e.g.
Tuesday Programme
what negative impacts have evenings and the like.
Tuesday meetings begin at 7 pm
resulted, whether paradoxically
via
Zoom.
Visitors
are
there have been any benefits and
�� And of course Zoom fatigue welcome: please contact our
generally what lessons can be
sets in after a while – probably Chairman in advance of the
learned.
more so for those who are meeting.
obliged to work remotely from Members can find the Zoom links in
Thursday Groups
the website members’ area.
home using Zoom or similar
Photography Development technology.
Tuesday 7 Dec is an Image
Group meets on 9 Dec with
Assessment evening; enjoy
Duncan hosting.
members’ images and helpful,
Benefits
Digital
Imaging
Group
��The fact that we have not been formative feedback.
reconvenes with host Martin on meeting at our regular venues Tuesday 14 Dec is the 4th PDI
16 Dec .
has meant a very considerable competition with the theme of
saving of rent.
Music. Judge Johnnie Rogers
The links and details are in the
ARPS, DPAGB, AWPF, AFIAP.
members’ area.
Cont’d on p2
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��Speakers contributing via Zoom
means that we can draw from a
much wider pool of speakers as
we’re no longer confined to those
who live within a short drive of
Worcester.

AV Night
For those like me (Ed.) who missed an excellent club night live last
week, here is a link to all of the AVs shown. As Nigel noted, a
great range of work was shown, and to a very high standard.
Congratulations to all contributors! Enjoy…

�� We can also save on speaker ● Anne Burrows - Foggy Mornings A lovely, meditative piece.
costs as often Zoom fees are ● Bob Brierley - Ode to the Horse ‘Poetry in motion’…
cheaper than appearance costs –
and of course no travel expenses ● Bob Oakley - The Last Resort Enjoy Bob’s inimitable narrative
and images from Exmouth
are payable.
● Clive Haynes - A Worcester Perspective Enjoy Clive and Gill’s
view and some historic glimpses beyond.
�� On the travel front there can
also be an advantage in that ● Colin Nash - Great Dixter The floral delights of Christopher
Lloyd’s garden in a short and summery photoharmony.
members have no need to travel
to venues – a boon in times of ● Dick Sabey - Dales Walk Take a tour – a breath of fresh air.
bad weather or for those with
● Eric Williams - People of the Forest Do take a few minutes for
child care issues for example.
this moving plea.
● Martin Addison - Ashore Lyrical photoharmony.
�� Clearer view of presentations
and sometimes easier to hear ● Peter Young - Hide & Seek Very deft word- and photo-play to
enjoy – ‘read between the lines’.
audio – which of course can be
set to your own level.
● Richard Handley - Bexhill Teresa and Richard’s take on this
seaside resort.
This is not intended to be an ● Steve Chilton - Luke Perry A documentary look at this
industrial artist and his work.
exhaustive list of pros and cons
but I hope it is of some ● Steve Chilton - After the Storm I-phoneography.
assistance to you in weighing up
the arguments. More to follow … ● Richard Handley - Shelsley Walsh The buzz of the hill climb.
● Peter Young - Falling Water A wry and individual take on the
Spetchley sculpture trail.
Nigel Reader
● Martin Addison - The Namib Graphic photo-harmony.
Chair
● Eric Williams - White Rabbit Follow Eric down the rabbithole...
Image: Nigel Reader

● Colin Nash - Remembrance Day A moving tribute.
● Clive Haynes - Osian Gwent Artist The artist speaks: a man
with a mission.
● Bob Oakley - Destiny A striking AV version of the Frost poem.
● Anne Burrows - Getting Around Worcester Anne’s diverting
AV packs a real punch into a less than a minute and a half!

December Viewpoint

The latest CPG e-book is online. Do
take a moment to enjoy a rich
variety of images and themes.
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Dates for the diary
16-22 December Lichfield Cathedral illuminated
7-18 December National Memorial Arboretum Illuminations
Video Book here
To 2 Jan Unwrapping Christmas at BCLM.
To 2 Jan - Worcester Cathedral Christmas Tree Festival
To 9 Jan 3 Counties’ Showground Winter Glow
10 Dec 10 am (Booking required) Affinity Publisher – watch
a live demo creating a photobook.
On now Edition 365 Online exhibition & NFT sale (View on
desktop) All work shown throughout this exhibition was created
between 11 March 2020, when the World Health Organisation
officially announced a global pandemic, and 10 March 2021: 365
days, captured in 365 artworks, by a vast and dynamic array of
creators from around the world.
12 Dec 10 am-12 Woodland walk round Chaddesley Corbett
with WWT.

Competitions & exhibitions
British Photographic
Exhibitions

Clay Cross is now open: closes
30 Jan 2022.
Basingstoke will be running in
the New Year; take a look at last
year’s award winners.
You have until 14 Jan to enter
Southport.
FIAP
International Federation of
Photographic Art

Bristol Salon closes 30 Jan
2022. Prints are back!

Circuit 2022. Closes interested in submitting an image
to the Your Best Shot 2021
competition. Various categories,
prizes including Pro accounts,
Riedisheim (F) closes 16 Jan software and kit. FAQ.
2022.
Holland
14 Jan.

The
GB
Cups/Trophies
(PAGB) are club competitions
(closing 14 Jan) and need just 4
photographers minimum (and an
Fancy featuring on the cover
organiser) to put in an entry.
of PAGB News?
Take a look and contact Duncan
Locke if you might be interested
Lens Culture Closes 15 Dec.
in taking part. (Please note
eligibility: you can enter for only
one club if you are a member of
Pink Lady closes 6 Feb.
more than one.)

More for 2022 here…

WWT calendar 2023 comp NHM Wildlife PoTY closing date is Monday 4th
● Enter by 11.30 am 9
April 2022. Details.
Dec 2021
(If you have any local wildlife
● View and Vote by 2 Feb
images you would be happy to
for the People’s Choice
send to WWT for their use in
Award.
publications and on the website
(duly credited) please do get in
touch!
For members with a Flickr
account, free or Pro, you may be
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Reasons to be Cheerful!

Les Bailey LRPS sent
me
a
delightfully
happy shot of their
grandchildren, in what
he has apparently been
known to tell people is
his
back
garden
(actually, Webbs’ light
tunnel!).

Peter Willis sent these pictures which also made me smile! Hope you can help with his request!
Peter says:I started with just the two, the bike and the rainbow train, then had a tip-off regarding seasonal decorations
to two local post boxes, so I have included shots of some clever needlework. I do hope they do not get taken.
I do wonder who has that lovely little bike now (the super typeface used and smiley is good as well I thought.)
and the “rainbow" train was a surprise at Foregate station as I waited for my train, going in the other
direction.
If members, in the coming days, should spot any other Xmas crochet/knitted post box tops, often popular at
this time of year, around the country, I would be most grateful for either a tip-off regarding any “finds",
or a snap or two or even three, if the camera is handy, emailed to me that I may be able to share
with fellow post box anoraks. Many thanks in advance!
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Images: Peter Willis

Do remember to
let Peter know
of any more for
his collection!
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A Yorkshire Miscellany

Another selection of
images
taken
by
Martin Addison FRPS
on his recent Yorkshire
trip, mainly Seaham this
time.
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Judy’s Lakes
Misty morning
Windermere:
Windermere
early
morning:
Blea Tarn:

Windermere
Sunset:
Sunrise
Buttermere
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Judy Knights LRPS
BPE1* WSDP says:-

DPAGB

In early November I spent a few
days in the Lake District. After a
dire journey up there the weather
turned magical – the light was
wonderful and the colours so
vibrant after all the earlier
rain!
Here are a few of my
memories. Cathedral Cavern in
Little
Langdale
was
really
impressive & the kids enjoyed it!

Judy Knights LRPS DPAGB BPE1* WSDP

Towards Langdale Pikes
Honister Pass
Buttermere Sun-up
Keswick Early morning
Coniston at Sunset
Cathedral Cavern
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Avoncroft ad hoc

Derek Skinner sent these images from our WCC outing in November…
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Ruth Bourne LRPS

A few things caught my eye as we pottered round Avoncroft, from
grunge to shadow-play via autumn leaves and, like Derek, I spotted
the odd domestic detail that younger members won’t recognize!
I did also keep coming across some interesting characters, including
the trio on the convivial 3-seater ‘thunderbox’ and the ‘Green Man’.

There’s a bit of a
dearth of trips in the
listing at the moment.
If you are going to be
out and about, why
not share the where
and when with club
members and have a
(C19-safe)
informal
meet-up?

Derek,
Stewart
and Alex.
Fortunately
we
didn’t
need
to
take shelter as
the
weather
finally decided to
be kind.
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Congratulations!
Hearty congratulations to former WCC member and mentoring coordinator Maddy Pennock on achieving
her ARPS in Visual Art last week with this lovely panel. Maddy’s statement reads:“I am both a photographer and an artist. I have created textured backgrounds from watercolours and
inks that were of my own making. By combining them with my photographs, in my opinion I created
something visually beautiful. It is this alchemy and enchantment of the merged images that is what my
panel seeks to communicate.”
Maddy gave special thanks to Martin Addison FRPS and Clive Haynes FRPS “who guided me along the
way and always had faith that I could do it!”
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Photography Books
All but the most recent members
will recall that we sadly lost Greg
McLoughlin at the end of last
year.
Claire is moving shortly and has
kindly offered us this collection of
his photography books to be
taken (free) by anyone who
would like them.
Claire says:” It would be nice to
think of the books being looked
at by people who may have
known Greg and share his love of
photography.”
Please contact me (Ruth) if
you would like any of these
books (clearly specifying which!)
and
we’ll
arrange
collection/delivery.
First come, first served! I am
expecting the books to arrive this
week.

Pick your number(s) from the “Advent calendar” of books!
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Below: A happy memory of
Greg with his splendid Diploma
Photobook at a WCC SIG
meeting in February 2019.

Other News
Martin alerts us to the latest RPS RPS IPE 163 Winners
Accolade from the Digital announced here. Shortlist
Group, focusing on Distinction Gallery Exhibition opens April
2022.
successes.
Did you see these… ? And an
interesting
architectural
photography feature.
MCPF December newsletter Thanks to Les for these two
152 with news of MidPhot 2022 links.
including the AV competition.
PAGB e-news 296

1854 Global South: women
Photography News 94 in case photographers’ challenges.
you missed it.

Commercial
These are for information, not recommendations.
Photographic Safari & Women on Safari: February, March, June, October & November 2022
Alison Mees who presented to WCC in January this year has sent
information on upcoming small-group trips to the Masai Mara in 2022,
using 2 hand-picked camps in different conservancies. The companies are
fully bonded and have Covid policies in place both before travel with
options to change dates or cancel, and full Covid procedures at the camps.
Email Alison for further info or to register interest. Website.
Current Fujifilm promotions - thanks to Les for this.

Practical Storytelling: 30 July – 2 August, 2022; 10 – 13 September 2022
Develop Your Narrative: 3 – 6 August 2022; 14 – 17 September 2022
Two upcoming residential photography courses taking place next summer on the unique and
beautiful island of Easdale on Scotland’s west coast. Participants will stay on Easdale, the smallest
permanently-inhabited Inner Hebridean island which is accessible only by passenger ferry. There are no
cars on the island, and it has around 65 permanent residents. There are just six places available on each
course. All you have to do is get to the island, relax and develop your photography skills.
Tutors: Colin McPherson & Adam Lee.
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